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Four Years in the Making

As I was picking my classes as an incoming freshman at Valencia, I was looking for courses that can both academically challenge me and get me involved in school. With pre-IB courses, the academic rigor was present, but I
was having difficulty finding a course that would get me involved in school and teach me skills I can apply in the
real world. When I brought this up with up with my counselor, Mr. Stanley, he recommended that I join El Tigre.
Walking into class of my first day at high school, I was immediately intimidated by the lack of freshmen in class. Fearing alienation, I was taken back by the warm welcome by the upperclassmen, and the immediate acceptance. Hoping to find other freshmen to take the course with me, I asked my peers to join me in publications, but I was ridiculed for taking a non-weighted course that seemed to have no value. However, throughout my years in El Tigre,
I was able to learn valuable skills that I can immediately apply to the real world, as well as strengthen my resume.
When I first thought of publication, I imagined a group of people sitting in front of a computer, typing away at
boring articles that no one would read. However, as the year progressed in El Tigre, I found that it was more than
just being a good writer. To be a part of the school newspaper requires dedication, organization, and time management. Ms. Schiff always told the class, “We are only as strong as our weakest link.” These words stuck to me
for almost everything I did, and I saw how it applied in our classroom. Through the deadlines that were set,
and the constant pestering from the editors, I quickly learned to manage my work to finish them efficiently.
As I rose the ranks from reporter, editor, junior advertising manager, to senior, I saw, although the menial tasks were given to others; I had to take on bigger tasks such as designing pages, editing articles, and calling nearby businesses to persuade them to advertise with us.
During my four years in El Tigre, I had the honor of seeing the school newspaper transform into a full color magazine. Although the transition was amazing in terms of improved aesthetics, it also meant starting everything from scratch, like reading the manual on how to design pages that met our publisher’s requirements and
dimensions, which went as detailed as to what color our black has to be. Though my time in this class wasn’t always fun and games, I was able to take numerous of life skills that can help me in my future like mastering InDesign and Photoshop, and I hope to continue my journey in publication when I go to college as well.
Respectfully,

Geun (Kevin) Woo Kim
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Harvard Comes to
VHS

OC

Academic Decathalon
Our tigers in OCAD have been studying diligently for the past ten months, preparing to take on
competitors from other schools at the Orange County
Academic Decathlon. In OCAD’s history at Valencia,
we have managed to win the County competition three
times, the Super Quiz eight times, and gone to State
nine times. The best finish for the team at state was
12th. Typically, 60 to 65 teams from across California
compete in the state competition. 		
In order to compete, teams of nine in OCAD are
split into three categories: Honors, Scholastic, and Varsity.
Students participating in the Honors category must have
an unweighted GPA of 3.75 and above, Scholastic students must have an unweighted GPA between 3.0 through
3.74, and Varsity students have an unweighted GPA of 2.9
or lower. Students participating in this academic competition must prepare for tests in eight written assessments
as well as the two spoken assessments, each taught by
our own teachers here at Valencia. These subjects consist
of economics, social science, science, math, literature,
art, essay, and music as well as the spoken assessments
of speech and interview. All of these subjects are taught
by Mr. Jenkins, Dr. Myovich, Mrs. Foote, Ms. Filowitz
and Mrs. Kerby. Each of these subjects revolve around
an annual theme. This year’s theme was World War II.
Though OCAD does have a heavy competitive
aspect, the program still maintains its student orientation.
The program teaches students how to compete academically, study productively, and manage their time, as well as
teaches students skills for interviewing and public speaking. As stated by Mr. Jenkins, “It’s a competition that not
only prepares them academically, but teaches them with
skills that will serve them later on.” With the end goal of
this program revolving around student improvement, OCAD’s success has been phenomenal. Pushing their way
toward the California Academic Decathlon, our coaches and tigers in OCAD are sure to leave their imprint.

This January, Valencia had the honor of hosting admission interviews for many Orange County applicants of Harvard University. One hundred
and ten applicants from all over the county, eleven
from Valencia High School, came to our campus
and were interviewed in the library by past Harvard graduates as part of their admission processes.
After the traditional interview process was finished, the alumni spoke to the applying students about
their own personal experiences as students of Harvard
University. They discussed their own application processes relating to the students and connecting with their
fears as well as their aspirations. The conversations between the alumni and the applicants after the interviews
were helpful and insightful for each and every student.
The alumni also provided the applicants a good
amount of inspiration, leaving all the students with the
confidence they needed to finish their application process
and personal statements. In addition, each student had
their own time to talk to the alumni one-on-one after the
interviews and ask their own questions. Students asked the
alumni questions about the university and about their interviewers in general. A special congratulations to Nathan
Wu for receiving an acceptance to Harvard University.

Science
Olympiad

Award
Ceremony @ VHS
This year’s Distinguished Scholars night honored the students of Valencia that have worked diligently
in the classrooms, as it does each and every year. Due
to their tremendous scholastic efforts, students were rewarded for their hard work academically, earning the title
of a distinguished scholar. Students were presented their
award at the ceremony in April one by one, each grade
level hosted by a teacher that teaches a core class of that
year. Freshmen received their award from Mrs. Umekubo, sophomores from Mr. Guest, juniors from Mr. Shenton, and seniors from both Ms. Walker and Mrs. Harnett.
Once students received their award, they shook
hands with Mrs. Yaung, Mr. Vasquez, and Dr. Watkins before taking their place back in line with their fellows scholars. Over two hundred tigers earned the prestigious honor
of being called a distinguished scholar this year. In order
to be considered a distinguished scholar, students simply
must earn a weighted GPA of 3.8 or above. With only that
one qualification, many tigers were able to earn this honor while still being in many different types of activities.
Being that Distinguished Scholars night is an
annual tradition here at Valencia, students who earn the
title more than once receive special recognition depending on how many years they earned the award. Seniors
who have earned the title all four years of high school
are awarded with a special certificate and a pin to commemorate the honor they earned for their hard work
scholastically. Congratulations to all our tigers who
earned this tremendous honor. Also, for the tigers who
were unable to attend the ceremony back in April and
have yet to receive their award, head over to the College and Career Center before the end of the year to pick
up your certificate. Congratulations once again tigers!

Science Olympiad is an international organization devoted to improving the quality of science education,
increasing student interest in science and providing recognition for outstanding achievement in science education by both
the students and the teachers. These goals are accomplished
with classroom activities, research, training workshops, and
the encouragement of intramural, district, regional, national
and state tournaments. Science Olympiad tournaments are demanding academic interscholastic competitions that have of a
series of multiple team events, students prepare for this all year.
Mr Shenton started Science Olympiad at VHS in
1996. We have had Science Olympiad almost every year
since then. Ms. Leonard is currently the head coach (the
last two years) but has been coaching for 12 years. Our tigers competed in regionals at UCI in February and had state
competition at Cal Tech in April. They have won multiple
events throughout the multiple competitions they have been
in. Our tigers prepare for big competitions by starting early,
they start in September, do after school studying, building,
and testing for multiple months. Science Olympiad’s biggest competition would be at state last year, which consisted
of 35 teams from all over california. The latest competition
was at regionals in February. 			
There are different levels of competition, the two
main ones are state and regionals, state is divided by southern
california and northern california, regionals are local from all
of OC. There are no JV and varsity levels, the only separation is
between middle school and high school science olympiad. Our
Science Olympiad team consists of 15 students in total which
is the maximum you can have and teams are regulated to be allowed only 7 seniors. The main goal is to demonstrate knowledge in different sciences especially because there are 21 different events that students can learn, some aren’t even taught
at high schools. Students benefit by learning to be part of a
team and recognize that each contribution helps, and to be able
to learn from the multiple sciences offered. Our tigers bond by
working together even though everyone is working on something different and to be awarded as a team. “Science Olympiad gives students the opportunity to learn and excel in subjects
they wouldn’t learn in highschool and be able to practice using science,” stated Mr. Bilhartz. Good luck next year tigers!
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Every 15 Minutes:

A Perspective From The Grave

By Ally Robinson
Lifeless, leaving hopes and dreams unfulfilled. No family to share, no
friends to message, no prom, no diploma. I have become a statistic.
EVERY 15 MINUTES someone dies from drunk or distracted driving. I trusted my friends, was responsible, made good choices, but yet
somehow one bad decision told a different story and changed the fate
of five high school seniors. Two dead, two injured, and one serving
a life sentence for manslaughter. Those who were the toughest, the
strongest, in the end fell victim to choice. I was reduced to nothing
by an empty vodka bottle and another’s bad decision to drink and
drive.
I can vividly remember the impact of the crash. The sound of the
sledgehammer hitting the windows. Striking the frame of the car,
yet I could not speak. The unfamiliar voices, the loudness of the sirens, and the desperation in the air. From above, I saw only agony. I
watched the police make a phone call that would change my mother’s
life forever. Hearing the words “Mrs. Robinson your daughter Alexandra has been in an accident. You need to get the hospital right
away” was chilling. I then saw my mother sob incessantly over my
dead body under a clinical white sheet. I watched my mother in so
much pain, have to find the strength to tell my best friend I was dead.
My friend was bloodied, devastated, and still trying to make sense
of the consequences of drinking and driving. The scene of the accident was even more painful. One friend having crashed through
the window lying dead on the hood, another friend being transported
into a helicopter on a stretcher, and the last with tears rolling down
his face in handcuffs. Drinking and driving took everything from us.
Once invincible and five strong, reduced to 3 left living scarred by the
consequences of one bad decision.
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Valencia High School’s video presentation and assembly of EVERY
15 MINUTES was a community effort to provide our student body a
real life experience documenting the horrific consequences of drinking and driving. The 911 call, accident scene, hospital reenactment,
and police station booking play out in real time allowing us to see
all aspects of the tragedy that can occur by drunk/distracted driving.
Please watch the video in our Valencia Gallery at www.vhstigers.
org.

AVID

NATIONAL RECOGNITION
FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE
AVID has sparked my love
for knowledge and
education
-Ally Brown (12)

Placentia, CA—Valencia High School has
been selected as a National Demonstration
School by AVID (Advancement Via Individual Determination), a nonprofit organization
that provides educators with proven, realworld strategies to accelerate the performance
of underrepresented students so that these
students and all students across the entire
campus succeed in college, career, and life.

AVID has disciplined me to
always set my goals high
and never set my bar low
- Miguel Sierra (11)
The school joins approximately 150 other en methodologies used throughout subjectAVID National Demonstration Schools and
was selected through an application process,
screening, and review, which included a site
visit. AVID is implemented in over 5,600
schools across the nation, meaning that less
than 3% of AVID schools earn the distinction of AVID National Demonstration School.

area classes, performance levels improve for
all students, but especially for those students
who are the least likely to attend four-year colleges. Schools from around the world that are
preparing to implement the AVID System will
visit Demonstration Schools, such as this one,
to observe a highly evolved AVID System.

AVID Chief Executive Officer Sandy Husk,
PhD, notes the significance of attaining Demonstration site recognition. “Schools recognized as National Demonstration Sites have
proven their ability to successfully implement the AVID Elective course and take the
strategies schoolwide to impact all students,”
says Dr. Husk. “Valencia High School was
selected as an AVID National Demonstration School because it has implemented the
AVID System throughout the school and
can serve as a model for new AVID sites.”

Hector Vasquez, Valencia High School’s Principal, is pleased that the school was chosen
as an AVID National Demonstration School, AVID has allowed me to
noting the impact of the program on staff and become a confident and
students. He notes that “it is a tremendous
fearless leader
honor to be selected as a Demo, and we are
-Alice Duarte (11)
proud of our AVID program and our school
as a whole.” Olivia Yaung, Assistant Principal, says “the use of AVID strategies schoolwide has positively impacted the educational
experience for students and the instructional
experience for staff, and we continue to see
a more engaged and college-ready student
body.” Valencia’s AVID Coordinator, Brandon Frank, highlights the fact that “the AVID
program here at Valencia High School has
already changed lives for hundreds of families, and this new recognition is only going
to accelerate, cultivate, and advance our mission throughout the community and beyond.”

The recognition of being an AVID National
Demonstration School was established in
1993 with a $250,000 award from the Charles
A. Dana Foundation of New York. As part of
the AVID Demonstration Sites Network, sites
are expected to develop a model program with
schoolwide participation. With AVID’s prov-

I am grateful that AVID has
finally been acknowledged
as a remarkable academic
program rather than an
elective
- Genesis Delgado (11)
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6th PERIOD

ROOM 410 CONTACT: MS. SCHIFF

rschiff@pylusd.org

JOIN EL TIGRE MAGAZINE
Photographers, Writers, and Graphic Artists Welcome
We’re a class, really! Val Tech and CTE!
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TEDx
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Developed in 1984, TED (Technology, Entertainment
and Design) is a non-profit organization that is devoted to
spreading ideas. This year, Valencia High School was proud
to host their second annual TEDx on March 10, 2017, with
a central theme of being “engaged.” Like last year, the position to becoming a speaker at the TEDx was hotly contested, with many highly qualified candidates. After months
of preparation, 11 students from Valencia High School
were chosen, with one guest speaker from Valadez Middle
School, as well as one speaker from Kraemer Middle School.
The following students were selected to speak at this
years TEDx: Saleem Haider (10), Melinda Guo (12), David Pacheco (12), John German (12), Amy Yoon (11),
Rojan Rijal (12), Daanesh Jamal (9), Elizabeth Yin (12),
Ethan Thio (11), Brooke Fuller (12), and Joe Quintero (12), with Suzette Morales from Valadez Middle
School, and Neha Abbas from Kraemer Middle School.
From dancing, to fear, to using teachers as resources, there
was a variety of topics the students spoke about. Haider
was the first to speak with his presentation being called
“The Call of the Drum”, with Guo following up with “The
Generation that Generates: Gen Z,” Pacheco with “Unbreakable Bonds,” Morales with “Viewing Teachers as Resources,” German with “Faces of ADHD,” Yoon speaking
about “The Value of Why?” Rijal with “You Have Been
Hacked,” Jamal speaking about “Cat Billionaire,” Yin talking about “Real Courage,” Thio with “Fear,” Fuller with
“Unbreakable Bonds,” Quintero with “Learning to Be
Myself By Being Someone Else,” with the guest speakers
Morales with “Viewing Teachers as Resources,” and Abbas discussing “Learning to Be Me.” All in all, the second
annual TEDx was completed without a hitch, with both the
involvement of the teachers, as well as the student speakers. Valencia High School hopes to hold more TEDxs in
the future, so there will continue to be more opportunities for students hoping to speak at this once in a lifetime
event, not only hone in their public speaking skills, but
also to speak to a large audience about meaningful topics.
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VHS Trip to London, Paris, and Barcelona
By: Mr. Steven Picht
Over spring break 27 Valencia students, led by Mr. David Hatori, Mr. Steven Picht, Mrs. Jocelyn Young, and Mr. Luis Garcia, had
the opportunity of traveling to London, Paris, and Barcelona on an incredible (and very fun) educational tour. For most of the students it was their first time to visit Europe and it was an experience they’ll never forget! Each city has its own history and character, so the students were able to learn about three distinct cultures and to hear several languages spoken in their original surroundings.
First off was London, where we arrived in the early afternoon and were met at Heathrow Airport by our tour leader, Sara Birch. Sara is
a law professor in London who takes time out several times a year to lead American students around Europe. She was a great tour leader and accompanied us on our entire tour, constantly making us laugh with her dry British sense of humor. At the oddest times she would
break out in song or begin telling us personal stories about her upbringing, but there was never a dull moment with Sara. I’m sure everyone on the tour came home with their own Sara story: For me it was when in Barcelona she ducked into the restroom at our seaside restaurant only to come out moments later in her swimsuit, then sprinting off into the Mediterranean Sea for a quick swim!
For most of the students in our group, Europe’s amazing shopping seemed to be a major priority, so they were definitely not disappointed in any
of the cities we visited. But in addition to great shopping we got to visit a number of famous historical sites, such as in London where we visited
the Tower of London, Buckingham Palace, St. James Palace, Trafalgar Square, the London Eye (which we rode at night for an amazing view
of London), St. Paul’s Cathedral, Harrods Department Store, Hyde Park, and many others. In Paris we took a Seine River cruise, visited Notre
Dame, the Louvre Museum, the Eiffel Tower, the Palace of Versailles, and the Arc de Triomphe. In Barcelona we went to Parc Güell, Montjuic,
the church of the Sagrada Familia, Las Ramblas, and some students even went to tour Camp Nou, home of FB Barcelona. Although we were in
Europe for just 8 days (plus 2 days of traveling), we were able to see an incredible number of things and to make enough memories for a lifetime!
In past years we World Language teachers have taken Valencia students to Spain, Italy, and Japan, and each trip has been both educational and
great fun. If you would like to travel with us to Spain and Portugal during next year’s (2018) spring break, please see Mr. Picht in room 202!
(Disclaimer: Our tours are NOT school- or district-sponsored activities! All arrangements are made through a private third party, EF Tours.)

By: Mr. Steven Picht
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TIGERS IN THE HALL
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SADIES: Gods & Goddesses

By: Carson Ginocchio

This year Sadies turned out to be an exhilarating event. The DJ’s music combined with the all the positive energy and
amazing costumes resulted in a great time.
ASB clearly spent hours decking out the
gym, making it suitable for students and
their friend’s to embrace the theme of the

evening. This years theme was Greek
Gods and Goddesses, which in turn
had many people competing for the
best costumes of the night. If you were
not into dancing, there were plenty of
games in the gym, which included but
was not limited to: Pacman, Galaga, air
hockey, and pinball. Walking into the
dance and hearing the loud bass and the
ablity to see everyone dancing certainly excited everyone and promised for a
fun night. Many couples showed their
creativity and matched each other. Before walking in, the Sadies volunteers
were kind enough to provide bags to
hold participant’s belongings in so they
did not lose anything. This was a big
help for many of the attending Gods
and Goddesses. All genres of music
were played, including Rap, Pop and
even Electronic! If anyone wanted to
take a break from all the dancing they

would play air hockey or walk around
and watch other people dance and socialize. When interviewed, one of our
many tigers who attended Sadies even
stated “Sadies was one of the best high
school experiences I have ever had, everyone was dancing, all the costumes
were great and the vibe was totally in
sync, I am definitely looking forward to
next year’s Sadie Hawkins dance and I
would recommend to anyone who has
not gone,” Daisy Lewin (11). Sadies
was on a cool night so having it located
in the gym to keep things warm definitely helped. Also, many couples were
hot and tired from all the dancing so
the small food table definitely helped
to cool things off. Anyone who went
with a group or by themselves also had
a great time, many met up with friends,
enjoyed games, or simply just had
fun meeting new people and dancing.

Mr. VHS: Pageantry on Stage

Nick Medellin

show, mostly cutting the music and choreographing maker and visual artist. However, my talent was
a choreographed dance including about half of
my talent.
What made you want to compete in Mr. VHS’s Dance Team. Personal friends of mine, we
had a great time working and performing together
VHS?
For the most part, I just wanted to place a broader even though I certainly will not be auditioning for
emphasis on having fun in high school. As a Junior All-Male next year.
planning on attending a four year university, there is Who was your escort?
not much room in my life for “having fun.” I figured if Caitlin Sun was my escort. She is a fellow Junior
I spent the entire four years studying, working, doing and one of my best friends. We had an amazing
community service, participating in extracurriculars time competing together.
and not sleeping, I might as well make some room for What advice would you give to someone
something I enjoy.
that wants to compete in next year’s Mr.

Together as a group of competitors, we spent weeks
preparing, planning, and rehearsing. My actual talent took quite a bit of time to coordinate and perfect. Finding clothes to wear for each portion probably was the most time consuming of all.

Odd as it may be, I never thought about the possibility
of actually winning. Not that I was not confident in
myself, I just simply wanted to enjoy my time with the
other competitors. For me, once again, it was about
having fun rather than earning a title.

What did it take to get ready for Mr. VHS? Did you expect to win Mr. VHS?

How did you prepare?

Personally I worked out two whole times to prepare
for the swimsuit portion in which I was dressed as
a lifeguard. Evidently, this plan did not yield the
results I was hoping for.

VHS?

If you are going to be something, own it. Find a
quality about yourself that sets you apart from every other competitor. Furthermore, make sure you
know your audience. Though, I feel all of these can
apply to life, not just Mr. VHS.

What was your favorite part about compet- How was the experience for you?
ing?
Overall, this experience is one that I will always

Watching everyone enjoy themselves and, most of the remember when looking back upon high school.
time, laughing with one another. I can personally attest The fact that one of my closest friends was also
to the fact that I messed up the opening dance number involved made it even more memorable.
When did you start preparing for Mr. every single time and later laughed about it.

VHS?

What was your talent?

I had the thought of entering into the competition I wanted to make my talent more of a enjoyable proabout one month into the school year. I started duction rather than something I have a passion for.
preparing close to one and half months before the Contemplating this, I consider myself both a film-

VHS
Dance
Team
The 2016-2017 Valencia High School Dance Team consists
of freshmen Jenna Harvey, Brianna Bacsafram, Emily Beck,
Rachel Bang, and Chloe Schwartz, sophomores Aaliyah Cervantes and Chloe Valtairo, juniors Sarah Zamani, Hannah
Miller, Brittany Lopez, Jasmine Sparks, and Anais Miranda,
and seniors Maggie Allers and Jaeden Yu, ran by advisor Monica Pena (VHS and dance team alumni). This years officers
are Sami Gulewich (captain), Camille Sparacio (co-captain),
Brooke Fuller and Sondra Sakakibara (officers). The VHS
Dance Team practices five days a week during zero and first
period as well as Mondays and Fridays after school, sometimes they’ll even schedule a practice on Sunday night! They
compete five girls dances, one Coed Hip Hop, and eight solos
at seven different competitions throughout the year. All Male
Hip Hop is comprised of freshmen Brennan Furey, Zack Beck,
and Kevin Kay, sophomore Alejandro Rosales, junior Luigi
Quintana and senior Jeremy Collins, ran by advisor Eric Torres
(VHS and All Male Hip Hop alumni). The All Male officers are
Gerald Supan (captain) and John Soloman (co-captain). The
All Male Hip Hop team practices four times a week during zero
period as well as Thursdays after school. The Hip Hop team
also keeps in seven competitions in one Small All Male dance
and one Coed Hip Hop. Dance team and All Male perform one
winter show and one spring show. These shows exhibit student
choreography and solos. An exciting fact, this year the Dance
Team attended a prestigious national competition called,
Contest of Champions, in Orlando, Florida and went head
to head against hundreds of other schools and did very well.
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All Male
Hip-Hop Team

VHS student body took a total of
1616 AP tests and 545 IB tests!
We’ve Got Big Brains This is an all time high. Last year
(And we cannot lie) we administered approximately
2,000 exams total, which was an
all-time high at the time.
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VHS
BAND
By: Janay Maisano

Valencia’s band has done incredibly well this entire year and in
each of their seasons. Not only does our school have its marching band during football season, but the band also has five other
groups, including Concert Band, Wind Ensemble, Symphonic Band, Jazz Band 1, and Jazz Band 2. The two top ranking
groups out of the entire band are the Wind Ensemble and Jazz
Band 1. Valencia’s band has had some major performances this
year, including the Southern California School Band Orchestra
Association Championships back in November and the Southern California School Band Orchestra Association Festival in
March. Band has also competed at some minor competitions
throughout the year, and have made our school quite proud the
entire year. The band has also had some smaller scale non-competitive performances throughout the year, one of them being
Jazz Band 1’s performance at Eighth Grade Orientation back
at the beginning of April in order to intrigue and recruit many

By: Brendan Munoz

young performers. Students interested in joining are not required
to audition for Valencia’s band. If interested in joining, students
simply need to speak to the band director Mr. King in the music
building and tell him that they’d like to join. Students must also
have a band instrument in mind that they want to play and learn.
Experience is recommended for performers, but not required
for our groups here at Valencia. Band has been an incredibly
fun and rewarding experience for many of our tigers who have
performed in any one of our school’s band groups. According
to Ariel Nadratowski, a four year senior in the Wind Ensemble,
“It’s a long four years, but it’s worth it.” Our school has some
incredible performance groups, and our band has been no exception to that statement. As our senior band members leave,
younger band musicians are encouraged to join the band here at
Valencia and keep our performing arts groups up and thriving.
Great job tigers, and kudos to another fantastic year in band!

Comedy Sportz

Comedy Sportz is an improv club where participants play
improv games against other schools and amongst each other.
They have themed matches for shows, ranging from El Dorado
vs Valencia to students vs teachers. The point of this club is to
be given a setting and create a skit revolving around a certain
theme for each show. Overall it's a whole community in itself
that focuses on improv. They have a number of workshops in
which they learn new games and have practice matches, trying
out new material each time. That's what the show is all about,
taking risks on stage in order to make the audience laugh and
have a good time. Their club advisor, Mrs. Stanton who is
also the drama department teacher, helps them once a month
by giving them new material and games to work with. They
also have other coaches that teach them new improv skills and
teach them new games. The following students are in Comedy
Sportz; Jose Ubaya (11), Joe Quintero (12), Jessica Spruiell

(10), Sheyenne Perez (10), Issac Guido (12), James Homlgrin
(10), Matt Quintero (10), Ana Nyguen (10), Valerie Stanford
(12). The students all agree that it is hard to not offend anyone while acting out on stage, but they are able to handle it
because of their game rule, “brown bag.” “Brown bag” refers
to when the students say something inappropriate or offensive,
they must get a brown bag out and put it over their head for
the remainder of the game. They also recommend that anyone
who wants to join, should as they are always looking for new
editions to the club. “It affects their everyday life,” as Jose
Ubaya states when asked about the club’s impact. It makes
them quick on their feet and helps them break out of their shell.
They enjoy making people laugh and having fun on stage. Valencia was able to bring back Comedy Sportz this year with
the help of all the people who helped to fund them. Make
sure not to miss their next show in the upcoming school year!

HUMANS
OF VALENCIA
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Make a positive imprint on
your school

Student leadership
needed for the 20172018 school year

Join HOV: The VHS
campus initiative for a
positive and safe school
environment

Meetings during single
lunch and Wednesdays from
3-4 in room 502
rschiff@pylusd.org

http://humansofvalencia.edublogs.org
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RENDEZVOUS
By: Natalie Pineda

This year’s prom was at a beautiful venue. It was held
at Cerritos Performing Arts Center. The theme was
rendezvous which means “meeting” in French. The
whole building was decorated. Excitement filled the
air. Our fellow tigers had a blast dancing and playing
video games. Most of the music was club music, making dancing easy and infectious. Also, the games were
the most entertaining, there was air hockey, guitar
hero, virtual dancing, pool, and much more. The whole
dancefloor was huge with flashing lights that beamed
the room. ASB thought of every detail, down to the refreshments. Senior Valerie Stanford said, “Prom was
a experience to never forget.” Prom always takes a
year of planning in advance, and this year it showed.
“Best, last prom ever, I wouldn’t want to spend it with
anyone else,” said senior Tiffany Ureta. Ureta had a
great time dancing and having fun hanging out with
her friends. The place was full of joy and when prom
was over it makes you feel that you never want to leave
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Cerritos Performing Arts Center
the dance. Everywhere you go inside the building you
can always hear the music from the dancefloor. The
huge rooms provided great acoustics. After some time
dancing on the dancefloor, ASB announced the 2017
king and queen. This year’s prom king was senior
Joseph Quintero and queen, senior Elizabeth Yin.
Qunitero and Yin seemed very surprised to been chosen. They both wanted to thank everyone who supported them. Quintero said, “It was an unexpected
surprise it was really cool, I would always cherish it,
I would like to thank all the people who said I would
win like: Adam Suarez, Mrs. Stanton, Mr. Chavoya,
and Jessica Spruiell.” The night was a fantastic example of hard work and tedious planning. Every single
detail of the dance was well thought out. Thanks to
Valencia High School’s ASB for creating a prom that
was clearly a task and a feat. Amazing work, tigers!

Speak Up! VHS Speech & Debate Team19
By: Ashwin Bhupathy

One might think that the Speech and Debate Club is all about winning arguments. Actually, that is not true; in fact,
an essential part of the club is learning how to take a loss in an argument and keep forging on for the win or keep
showing a straight face after the loss. However, in all of this trial and error, a debater slowly develops better habits of self expression that can impress others. The club, then, is all about honing down speech techniques to develop
and state valid points efficiently. In this spirit, the team participates in several events that evaluate development of
speaking skills. Based on one’s personal speaking style, there are a few types of debate: policy debates that are related to the benefits and detriments of various plans, often based on current governmental issues; the Lincoln-Douglas style, which is more philosophical and abstract in nature; and parliamentary debate, in which there is only a short
preparation period and topics ranging in nature and structure. These types of debate are generally done in groups of
two, reducing pressure on each person as the group works toward solutions. Alternatively, solo impromptu speeches consist of preparation for a few minutes before speaking about and defending one’s position on a given topic.
Club activities largely include practicing these styles of speech, with weekly meetings dedicated to practice matches meant
to sharpen rigor in the general expression of thoughts and opinions. All of this
practice, though, is not just for self-betterment; with enough, one can participate
“I don’t think I’ve had a fear of public
in competitions dedicated to speech and debate, with bragging rights as well as speaking and Speech and Debate has facilicollege application fodder on the line. Several members of the team have altated my skills.” - Alexander Behura
ready won in these events, such as county league champions Alexander Behura
and Ethan Thio who went on to compete in the state championships. Thio is
also a three-time league champion in individual events. Other members, such “It has helped me in every aspect of
as Edward Fletes and Nathan Kim have had similar achievements in debate. Of speaking. From day to day conversation
course, doing so is no easy task, and requires much focus and preparation; as to giving speeches in front of people I’ve
was stated by Thio, the president of the club, “It’s not easy, but it is worthwhile.” never seen before.” - Edward Fletes

By: Brendan Munoz
For the first time in Valencia history a dance was organized
by the Best Buddies club specifically for all of their buddies.
The “Neon Lights Dance” took place on Friday, March 31 and
hosted a phenomenal time for all of the attendees. Decorated
with neon lights, glow in the dark balloons, and glow sticks
everywhere, the library looked like another dimension. The
buddies and their peer buddies all had a great time, dancing
the night away to the “King of Pop” and the talented “One
Direction.” A few courageous souls even dared to get up on
stage and give it their all on the Just Dance game console. With
a combination of the music, dancing, and everyone’s overall
mood, the atmosphere of the dance created the perfect environment for all to let loose and be themselves. Peers and their
buddies even eventually began to play with the balloons and
soon everyone in the room was throwing them around, playing games with them. Some of the attendees who wanted to
take a break from all of the dancing and games were able to
decorate their glow in the dark shirts with their peer buddies
as a cooldown. And those really looking to relax were able to
sit down with their peer buddies to talk and enjoy the array

of glow in the dark lights. Others wanting to refuel their energy could stop by the
snack table and indulge in pizza, chips, drinks, and a variety of candies. Despite this
dance focusing on the buddies, everyone attending including the peer buddies and
other chaperones all had a great time. As stated by one of the peer buddies attending
with alongside their buddy “It was amazing seeing the buddies dance, getting to see
the smile on their faces, and getting to see how much fun the dance was for everyone,” stated Maria Jose Valenzuela (11). Advisor of the club Mrs. Belsey, president
Breanne Sotelo (12) and co-president Destiny Sommerville (11) all plan on making
this an annual event as well as hosting multiple best buddies dances a year due to
their massive success this year. Make sure not to miss the upcoming dances, as the
Best Buddies committee is always looking for an extra set of hands to help out.

VHS Brag-Box
Because Our
School Rocks
Caroline Bostwick was selected as a local winner for the
LA & OC Metro NCWIT Aspirations in Computing Award.
The award is in recognition of computing-related aspirations and demonstrated, outstanding aptitude and interest in information technology & computing, solid leadership ability, excellent academic
history, and plans for related post-secondary education.
Caroline was one of 62 young women selected as local
winners for the LA & OC Metro Aspirations in Computing Award, along with 30 local honorable mentions.

Congratulations to Shubh Shah who
was recognized at the Orange County
Mock Trial Awards as the 2016-2017
OUTSTANDING BAILIFF. Shubh represented Valencia HS and was one of
over 30 bailiffs competing this season.

The OC Register announced the 2017 nominees for the Register’s annual Varsity Arts Artist of the Year awards. A total of 407 students were
submitted by 68 Orange County high schools. Once nominated, the students submitted an application that included videos of performances,
samples of artwork and questions about how they developed a passion
for their craft. Following this initial nomination, a panel of arts educators will choose the top 10 students in each discipline to move on to a
round of in-person interviews. Top 10s will be announced on Sundays
beginning March 26. The top Artist of the Year for each discipline will
be announced on April 23. Valencia nominees are: Theater: Joseph
Quintero, acting, directing, playwriting- Instrumental Music: Valerie
Narumi, piano, harp, Joe Terry, flugel horn, piano, bass, mellophone2D Visual Arts: Michelle Do, mixed media, digital photography, Katy
Gerber, digital photography, graphic design, Ji Yoo Jeong, drawing,
painting, mixed media, digital photography-3D Visual Arts: Nadia
Manzur, ceramics, Ben Rasic, ceramics, Gabriella Yoshioka, ceramics.

Congradulations to the VHS
boys soccer team for advancing to the CIF Division I Finals!
Coach Gardner, his coaching
staff, players and some brave fans
traveled to Santa Maria and defeated a very talented team 2-1.
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Congratulation to Valencia HS
National
Merit
FINALISTS!
All 12 of Valencia Semi Finalists advanced to Finalists in the 2017 National Merit Scholarship Competition.
The twelve (12) seniors are: Michaela Artavia-High, Ashley Chen,
Tera Gilham, Yvonne Ho, Nathalie
Hong, Michael Huang, Naadir Jamal,
Philip Lue, Harrisen Min, Benjamin
Nguyen, Justin Oh, and James Wang

Supervisor Honors Valencia
HS Student-Police Explorers
Supervisor Shawn Nelson was
honored to partner with the City
County and Placentia Chief
of Police Darin Lenyi in recognizing three Explorers who
took home trophies from this
year’s national invitational in
Chandler, Arizona during ceremonies this week at City Hall.
The invitational at Chandler,
hosted for the 19th time by Chandler PD, is the equivalent of the
NCAA “Final Four” where outstanding Explorers from 57 Police and Sheriff Departments all
over the United States train and
compete in 27 challenging events.
Valencia High School students
and Placentia Explorers Poomima
Somaiah, Marvin Kimbrough,
and Cristal Servin partnered with
members from the Brea and La
Habra Explorer teams and accomplished an amazing showing of courage and technical
skills in Police obstacle courses
and 21st century field problems.
The Placentia team took home
a 3rd place trophy for Robot Operations, 4th place
for Vertical Assault and 5th
place for Tactical Laser Tag !
Special congratulations were
also presented to Explorer
Advisors in Senior Officer
Jose Flores and Officer Brian
Yamaguchi who trained and
coached the 2017 team to their
“national finals” excellence !

Congratulations to Valencia’s Academic Decathlon Team, who
finished 3rd in the state in Division 2 and 17th overall with
44,434.3 points and earned an amazing 22 individual medals. A
special congratulations goes to Naadir Jamal and James Wang
who placed 2nd and 3rd in the state respectively in the Honors
category. The team earned the following individual medals:
Naadir Jamal:Gold Medal in Art,Economics,Silver Medal in
Music,Science, Bronze Medal in Essay, /James Wang:Gold
Medal in Literature, Music, Bronze Medal in Art,Science,Social
Science / Sienna Chen:Gold Medal in Economics,Literature,
Silver Medal in Art, Essay / Brennan Ackermann:Silver
Medal in Social Science & Bronze Medal in Music /Tiffanie
Nguyen:Gold Medal in Interview /Vincent Vargas:Silver
Medal in Math / Saw Kyaw:Bronze Medal in Literature.

Congratulations to the VHS Science
Department who received a $3000
STEM Grant from the Pacific Life
Foundation. Department Chair Brady
Bilhartz received the award from Pacific Life and plans are to use the funds
to update technology in the Science
Department.
Representatives from
Pacific Life Foundation included the
parents of three Valencia HS students.

Valencia High School welcomed
nearly 300 students to the Valencia Academy on Wednesday, March
8th during program orientation Excited students learned about the next
steps to start the International Baccalaureate or Val Tech programs at
Valencia High School. This outstanding evening culminated with
a celebration of acceptance into the
Academy! Welcome new tigers!

Students from the Native 2 Spanish class
wrote and illustrated their own children’s
book as a class project. With the cooperation of Miss Ybarra at Ruby Drive Elementary & her Kindergarten class, our Valencia
students were able to read and share their
books. Students also translated their stories
in English for students who did not speak
Spanish.It was exciting to see our Tigers
sharing their stories with future Tigers.

Congratulations to Val Tech junior Tyler Sanders for earning a gold medal at the annual Boeing Huntington Beach Site’s
‘2017 Engineer’s Week Celebration’ on Tuesday, February
21, 2017. Engineers Week is a nationally recognized celebration honoring the contributions engineers have made to society.
Tyler designed, engineered, built, tested, and then raced his K’NEX
race car in the Boeing E-Week vehicle challenge. Tyler’s winning
design out performed all other student vehicles in this year’s contest.

Valencia HS principal Hector Vasquez Congratulated Tiger Athletes who will continue
as student-athletes in college. Congratulations to:Justin McHale, Baseball, University
of Hawaii, Hilo / Miranda Hillman, Softball, University of Bridgeport, CT /Jeana
Gonzalez, Softball, San Diego Christian.

The Washington Post’s Education Columnist Jay Matthews released his annual rankings of how well the nation’s
top high schools challenge their students. 2017 showed a
sustained increase in the number of schools that qualify
for America’s Most Challenging High Schools list, with
about 12 percent of U.S. high schools making the cut.
When the list debuted in 1998, just one percent qualified.
Valencia High School ranked #788 in the NATION!
2324 schools made the list from
over
22,000
high
schools
nationwide.
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Yvonne Ho was accepted to the California Institute of Technology, Yale,
United States Military Academy at
West Point, UCSB, UCSD, and UCI
as a regents scholar, UCLA, UCD,
and UC Berkeley. She will be attending Yale and is yet undecided. She is
an IB Diploma Candidate, National
Merit finalist, and a VHS Department Scholar in World Language.

Naadir Jamal was accepted to UC Irvine with Regents Scholarship, UC
San Diego with Regents Scholarship, UCLA, UC Berkeley, and Rice
University with a National Merit
scholarship. He will be attending
Rice University this fall, majoring in
Chemistry. He is a current IB Diploma
Candidate, National Merit finalists
and is an AP Scholar with distinction.

Elizabeth Yin was accepted to
USC with the Dean’s Scholarship, UC San Diego with Regent’s Scholar, UCLA with
Achievement Scholarship, and
UC Berkeley. This fall, she will be
attending USC, studying in History, Law, and Culture. She is an
IB Diploma Candidate and a National Merit Commended Scholar.

Brooke Fuller was accepted to Carnegie Mellon, New York University,
Emory, Washington with a scholarship, UC Berkeley, UCLA, and
UCSB as a Regents scholar. She
will be attending New York University, majoring in Business with
a concentration in Finance. She is
an IB diploma candidate, PYLUSD
Top Scholar, and is a VHS Department Scholar for Math and English.

Michael Huang was accepted to UC
Berkeley, UCLA, UCSD, UC Irvine as a Regents Scholar, UCSB,
Northsouthern, and Harvey Mudd
College. He will be attending
UCLA, majoring in Biochemistry.
He is an IB Diploma Candidate, a
National Merit finalist, National
AP Scholar, Collegiate Scholar,
and a VHS Department Scholar
Award in Mathematics and Science.

Amy Telarico was accepted to Whitworth University with the Heart and
Soul Scholarship, Northern Arizona
University with Founders Non-resident
gold Award, Wheaton college with the
Balfour Scholarship, and UC San Diego. She will be attending UCSD with a
double major in English Literature and
Psychology. She is a current IB diploma
candidate, PYLUSD Collegiate Scholar, and National Merit Commended
Scholar.

Candidates for

TIGER OF
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Shaina Patel was accepted to UCLA,
UC Irvine, UC San Diego, UC Riverside with Chancellor’s Scholarship, CSUF with University Honors,
and Cal Poly with Kellogg Honors
Engineering Scholarship. She will
be attending UCLA, majoring in
Civil Engineering. She is currently
an IB Diploma Candidate and National Merit Commended Scholar.

THE
Harrisen Min was accepted to UC
Berkeley, UCLA, UC San Diego,
UC Irvine with Regents scholar,
USC, and Boston College. He
will be attending UC Berkeley
with a double major in psychology and economics. He is a National Merit Finalist, IB Diploma
Candidate, National AP Scholar,
and is a 3rd degree black belt.

Benjamin Nguyen was accepted
to the Massachusetts’ Institute of
Technology (MIT) and UC Berkeley with Regent’s Scholar. He will
be attending MIT this fall, majoring in Chemical Engineering.
He was a National Merit finalist,
National AP Scholar, and VHS
Science Department Scholar.

2017

Jacob Christensen was accepted
to Princeton, UCLA, UC Berkeley, UCSD, UCSB, and CSUF
as a Presidential Scholarship
Candidate. He will be attending
Princeton with a concentration in
Math. He is a Val Tech diploma
candidate, National Hispanic Recognition Program Finalist, AP
Scholar, and a Collegiate Scholar.

We are very proud of the class of 2017.
With seven seniors admitted to Ivy
League universities, they may be the
strongest class academically in Valencia’s history. -Mr.Stanley (IB Counselor)

There are so many impressive students on
our campus and I am so proud of the Tiger
of the Year candidates for rising to the top.
I am confident that they will be successful in their academic and career pursuits
and I wish them luck in all their future
endeavors. Let’s finish the year strong!
-Mrs. Olivia Yaung (VP)

Congratulations on your achievements.
You have made us all proud!- Dr. Nancy
Watkins (VP)
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Regional Occupational Program
VHS Graduates!

By: Shelby Gonzalez

KIMBERLY PENILLA Class of 2011

1. What ROP class did you take at Valencia High school?
Intro to Sports medicine
2. Why were you interested in that class?
I was an athlete my entire life and I got hurt often so I spent a lot of
time in the athletic training room. Every time I went in there I got
more and more interested in everything Deep Bhavsar was capable
of doing. So when he told me the class would be offered my senior
year I was ecstatic!

7. What kind of challenges did you face during the class and
how did you deal with them?
My main challenge was trying to take what I learned and apply it to
an actual person. In college they have lectures and then separate lab
courses to practiced what you learned in lecture. Unfortunately with
it only being a one period class, that didn't always give us enough
time to practice everything we learned.
Deep Bhavsar did a great job with it being the first time he ever
taught it and he is still my mentor to this day. He has continued to
improve the course each year to give the best baseline knowledge of
the profession. Courses like sports medicine or anything healthcare
related has so much information, which is why it takes so many
years to study it. So I wish I had time to also take an advanced
course. I was lucky though because I was able to do volunteer hours
with Deep to learn more about the profession in the actual clinical
setting rather than in a classroom.

GABRIEL MORA class of 2015
CTE Student of the Year

3. How did you decide that you wanted to pursue a career in this
field?
Spending time in the ATR when injured sparked my interest, I had
multiple conversations with Deep about the profession. However,
taking the class is what really helped me make the decision because
it taught me how much more there was to learn.
4. How did ROP help prepare you to study in that field?
I attended Chapman University right after graduating from Valencia.
In order to get into the athletic training program there I had to take
prerequisite courses. A lot of things I learned in the prerequisite was
either something I had already learned in the ROP course or an expansion of it. I was able to grasp the more difficult concepts quicker
because I had a base of knowledge from the ROP class.
5. What college did you attend?
Chapman University - Bachelors of Athletic Training (2011-2015)
Texas State University- Masters of Athletic Training (2015-current)
6. What words do you have to future students taking (R.O.P class)?
ROP helped me decide what my future career was going to be
before going to college. I was able to go directly into a 4 year university and graduate in 4 years then go directly to a masters degree
because I didn't have to spend time trying to take classes in college
to figure out what I want to do. Take advantage of ROP, it really
gave me a jump start in my college courses. It could also save you
time, some people may be set on a career then they start studying it
in college and realize it is not for them. That could push you back a
whole semester or year in college. ROP in high school gives you the
opportunity to "sample" different professions. I was lucky and fell
in love with athletic training/sports medicine.

1. What ROP class did you take at Valencia High School?
BITA (Building Industry and Technology Academy)
2. Why were you interested in that class?
Ever since I was a little kid I loved building stuff and making
things, practically anything that was hands on. I asked my counselor what class would be good for me and he sent me straight to
BITA ROP.
3. How did you decide that you wanted to pursue a career in
this field?
During my third year of the class, a representative from the carpenters union visited our class. He explained how if we liked construction then our best path would be through applying to the union,
where they provide training and schooling to become a carpenter.
After some serious thought, asking Mr. Morrison (Instructor) for
some advise, having took the class for 4 years and really loving
what I learned, I realized that carpentry was the career for me.
4. How did ROP help prepare you to study in that field?
Over taking several years of the class I realized that it's just like
work. It prepares you in so many ways. Get to work early, do your
best that you are capable of doing, how to deal with other people
and personalities in the workforce, how to handle tasks that are

given to you and troubleshoot everyday problems you'll find on the
job. Specifically, BITA, taught me how to use all the tools I would
be using on job, all the safety hazards there could be and all the
main ideas that there is in construction.
5. What college did you attend?
I am currently attending schooling at Local Carpenters Union 803
Training Center. I also went to Fullerton College for AutoCAD/
Computerized Drafting.
6. What words do you have for future students taking an ROP
class?
If you really like what you are learning in the class and you find that
you are good at it, don't be afraid to pursue that career. The reason
being that everything is fresh in your mind when you transition from
the class to college or the class to the work field.
7. What kind of challenges did you face in the class and how did
you deal with them?
To be honest there where not many serious challenges. Only one I
could remember was that I was never really good at math, and there
is a lot of math and measurements in carpentry so I had to really
practice that. Measure twice and cut once
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6. What words do you have for future students taking an ROP
class?
For the future ROP students, I would say keep on working on what
you want to become. It is ok to not be working in an office with a
suit and tie everyday. Take advantage of the classes you choose, because believe it or not, they are a tremendous help. Be friends with
your instructors and always respect them, and they will respect you.

7. What kind of challenges did you face in the class and how did
you deal with them?
The challenges i faced in BITA, were learning how to work with
others who didn't care about the class. I learned to deal with it by
trying to motivate them to work harder. Currently i still do that, I am
an electrician and run two buildings with 15 guys. They all love me
because not only am I their lead, I am their friend.

JOHANNA DE LEON class of 1999

TONY ZARAGOZA class of 2013

1. What ROP class did you take at Valencia High school?
ROP Preschool Program with Mrs. Mary Perez
2. Why were you interested in that class?
I was interested in working with children

1. What ROP class did you take at Valencia High School?
The ROP class that I took was BITA or woodshop. I attended 4 years
with Roy Morrison as the instructor.
2. Why were you interested in that class?
My interest in this class was that I wanted to learn new things. Ever
since I attended Kraemer Middle School, I wanted to enroll in that
ROP class.
3. How did you decide that you wanted to pursue a career in this
field?
My decision to pursue a career in this field was that, I liked construction. It did not matter what we did in the class. It could have
been plumbing woodwork, framing, or electrical, I would still enjoy
it.
4. How did ROP help prepare you to study in that field?
ROP helped me prepare for my career by having that hands on experience. I have always liked using tools, even when i was a child, id
drive my family crazy by taking apart all of my toys.
5. What college did you attend?
I attended Intercoast College, which is a trade school. I learned all
of the things I now use in my field of work.

3. How did you decide that you wanted to pursue a career in this
field?
Being part of the ROP Preschool Program at Valencia High School,
reaffirm the interest that I had in working with children.
4. How did ROP help prepare you to study in that field?
The ROP Preschool Program gave me the knowledge and discipline
that I needed to pursue my passion. While being part of the class I
was exposed to the many different personalities that each child has
and learned how to create a safe and a productive learning environment for each child.
5. What college did you attend?
After graduating High School, I attended JC Fullerton then transfer
to Cal State Fullerton.
6. What words do you have for future students taking an ROP
class?
Don’t be lazy! Working with young children is a tremendous responsibility. Educate yourself to fully understand how each child works,
in order to create memories that will last a lifetime for them.
7. What kind of challenges did you face in the class and how did
you deal with them?
Thinking outside the box, I had a difficult time mastering that process of thinking. I thought that because it was writing on a textbook
that it should work, but I quickly learned that it was not the case.
Every child is unique and what might work for one might not work
for the other.

A Year in the
life...

By: Ally Robinson

What is the biggest difference between classes in Denmark
and classes in America?
The biggest difference in classes here at Valencia compared to
classes in Denmark is there is only one school that we attended
for 10 years, where as here, you have elementary, middle, and
high school. Another difference would be that instead of the
students getting up and changing classes, the teachers take all
of their things and trade rooms.
If you could take one thing from California back to Denmark, what would it be?
If I could take one thing from California back to Denmark with
me it would be the weather.

What advice would you give to someone coming to America
as a foreign exchange student?
If I could give foreign exchange students coming to America
some advice regarding school and people, it would be to remember that first impressions are important, so make a good
one, always keep an open mind, and don’t ever be afraid to
ask questions. More specifically, to students attending Valencia
High School as a foreign exchange student, it is important that
you show up everyday in order to meet people, it will make
your experience that much better. And most importantly, go to
every school event and you can, the sports are the best and football is my favorite!
How has your experience been in America?
My experience at Valencia High School has really made my
experience in America great. Everyone I have met has been extremely nice and have gone out of their way to help me if I’ve
needed something. I am going to miss the relationships I have
made with the students and teachers. I am grateful and confident that if I ever come back to revisit California, I have friends
I can meet up with.
How tall are you and are you of normal height?
6’5 and yes, the average height in Denmark for a man is about
6’1.

What is your favorite school subject?
My favorite subject is US History. Out of all the classes I’m
enrolled in here, I have learned the most from this class.

If there you could recommend one place to visit in Denmark
what would it be?
Christina or Tivoli.

What is your favorite restaurant in California?
Since I’ve lived in Placentia, my go to restaurant is Pepe’s.

What is different about the way people act here in America
than what you’re used to?
In America, people are more social in public places. For example, in Denmark if you were riding a bus, most everyone
would sit in silence and here in America people typically create
conversation, even with strangers.

What is different about sports here in California in comparison to sports in Denmark?
The sports here in California are a lot more competitive than
they are in Denmark and I think that it makes all of the games
more interesting.
What advice would you give to someone who wants to become a foreign exchange student?
If I could give advice to students who want to become foreign exchange students, I would tell them not to be afraid to
do it. It is definitely and experience where you make memories
and meet people that you’ll never forget. Becoming a foreign
exchange student for whatever a lot of time is like entering
a whole new life, where you can create and learn things you
would have never imagined.

What is the most involved sport in Denmark?
Handball for Danes is like football for Americans.
How old were you when you learned to speak English?
I was 7 or 8 years old when I first learned how to speak English.
What is a common misconception that you had about Americans prior to moving here?
I assumed that everyone was going to be rustic, seem like “outback” folk, and country.

Ballin’ for Bucks!

Drama’s annual “fun”draiser

By: Janay Maisano

The dodgeball tournament this year was intense and overall an awesome night, both for
competitors and the audience. This year’s
winning team was “Cash Me Outside,”
“How ‘Bout That,” and there are certainly

some other teams that did an incredible
job, such as the “Powerpuff Girls” and the
“Dream Team.” The biggest highlight of the
tournament had to be Lola Macaulay (12) of
the “Dream Team,” taking on the “Enforcers” in a one on six fight. Though it ended in
a defeat for a Macaulay, she kept on strong
and definitely walked off the court with the
best highlight of the night; with her ability
to dodge dodgeball after dodgeball, and still
managing to get two of the opposing team
members out before she was finally taken
down. The “Powerpuff Girls” also deserve
an honorable mention as the third place team,
and they certainly put up a tough fight until the very end, missing second place by a
single loss in the two out of three semifinals
before the final match. One other team that
did a noteworthy job that left people excited
was the “Tiger Tamers,” being one of the two
teams consisting of staff members from Valencia. Mr. Jason Parker has been known to

get quite competitive when it
comes to the dodgeball tournament, and this year was absolutely no exception. Though
i t
was a shame that the “Tiger Tamers” did not
progress throughout the tournament, they
certainly left the crowd pumped for the following matches. The night was filled with
adrenaline, what from the awesome matches
that came one after another and the awesome
music that accompanied them. Every single
person in the gym was excited until the very
end, whether or not those people were competing. It was a night filled with intense moments, great music, and yet another awesome
tournament that ended just as strongly as it
started. Special thanks to Valencia’s Drama
Department for hosting the dodgeball tournament for the eleventh year in a row, and hopefully for the twelfth year next year. Thank
you for adding one more tradition to Valencia that keeps everyone in the school spirit.

Softball Gets a New Coach
Becoming a Tiger on and off the field ...
By: Carson Ginocchio & Brendan Munoz

Coach Kristin Halte has been playing softball ever since she could pick up a baseball bat. To this day
she continues to pursue her passion by coaching softball here at our Valencia High School. When
she was younger she attended Arrowhead Christian Academy in an attempt to further her education
as well as her athletic career. While attending Arrowhead Christian Academy she played for the
Biola University Eagles and coached there for four and a half years due to her strong connection
toward the team. During her time as their coach, she had the privilege of interning for Biola’s
Athletic Director of Compliance, working with the softball team’s pitching staff, and conducting the team’s physical fitness through conditioning. Over the summer, Coach Halte got married and decided to move to Fullerton with her husband in order to stay close to Valencia.
Currently, she is pursuing teaching at a high school level and is working on achieving her
credentials through an online class. She still is currently working at Biola University for
two days a week, teaching three different sections of general physical education classes.
She also works for her family business three days a week in Rialto in order to stay
connected with her roots. During her free time she enjoys working on her teaching
credential to fulfil her dream of becoming a high school teacher. Her other passions
outside of softball include basketball, crossfit, and keeping up with her overall personal physical fitness. She has played on various travel ball teams in order to try to
stay on her path of pursuing a future career as a softball coach as well as a teacher.
As the new coach, Coach Halte has been focusing on the team’s integrity by
encouraging both good character and positive attitude whenever on the field. In
addition to these, her other goals for the team include winning league, and going to CIF. When asked about how she plans on helping the team reach their
goals, she stated “Good character is what breeds ultimate success”. Thank
you for coming to Valencia Coach Halte, we hope you stay a Tiger forever.

SPORTS RECAP
Valencia’s softball team has had a phenomenal season this year with the recent
changes in coaching staff. With Coach Halte now acting as the new softball coach,
our girls in softball have been training persistently while drastically improving their
gameplay. In total this season, softball has played 21 games and 3 scrimmages,
and in each match, the team gave their all. Though they didn’t win the Empire
League Championship this year, their immense progress was indeed a success for
all. During their practices, the team practices their drills on top of conditioning,
thus improving their gameplay overall. Even during rainy days, softball still trained
indoors with inside exercises. Despite this being Coach Halte’s first year coaching
here at Valencia, she did a great job helping our tigers improve. Nice job girls, keep
it up!
After two years as the reigning Empire League Champions of swim, Cypress has
been dethroned this year. Led by Coach Marganian, who has been coaching the
boy’s swim team at Valencia for four years now, our tigers won their 5th Empire
League Championship at Kennedy. Overall, this season they have had a total of 12
meets, each of which they have practiced for rigorously. With both morning and
afternoon practices, an average swim takes around 2 ½ hours, not including their
cross training outside of the pool with weight lifting, running, bleachers and squats.
As well as physically preparing for their meets, the team also practices by devising
race time scenarios, effectively ensuring their wins. To celebrate their win after the
Empire League final, the team held their traditional Blue and Gold meet, where they
raced against each other. Way to go on that championship tigers, keep it up for next
year!

V
SOFTBALL

SWIM

After two years as the reigning Empire League Champions of swim, our lady tigers
took Cypress down. Led by Coach Davila, who has been coaching the girl’s swim
at Valencia for three years now, our tigresses won us our 7th Empire League Championship for girl’s swim at Kennedy. This season, they have had a total of 9 meets,
5 of which were the Empire League season meets. Preparing for each of their
meets, the team trains with weights on dryland in the morning, and swim during
the afternoon. Coach Davila knew that practicing starts, turns, and finishes before
big races was essential to competition performance. Their Blue and Gold meet also
turned out to be a big success, preparing our swimmers for the season while also
engaging them in a friendly competitive race. Great job on another victory girls,
keep up the amazing work!
Boy’s golf has had an outstanding year. They’ve practiced hard all year working on their strategy, figuring out the course’s ins and outs. They practice Monday
through Thursday at Alta Vista Country Club, as well as on weekends on the course
with help from their swinging coaches. More importantly, the team studies the
course versus their opponents, planning out their wins. Though they did not defeat
Cypress at Los Serranos Golf Club this year, they still made quite an impression.
Some of our returning players, including John Dauphin and Ricky Castillo, have
been doing incredibly well this year, as well as the newer players. Undoubtedly,
our tigers in boy’s golf will continue to work hard and train to earn us an Empire
League Championship for next year. Great job on all the hard work boys!
Having swung their way towards this year’s league playoffs, our tigers in baseball made it all the way towards the Empire League Championship. Led by Coach
Secoda, the team dethroned Cypress in the Championship game, adding another trophy to Valencia’s collection. In order to keep the team in peak condition for their 27
games throughout the season, players are to condition and weight train every week.
In addition to their body training, the team also practices all aspects of baseball,
whether it be batting, fielding, catching, or running. In game however, their winning
strategy was to visualize all possible outcomes in order to make the best plays, increasing their chances of winning. Proving successful in this, Valencia Baseball has
won their first Empire League Championship after persevering through this season.
Great job on the league championship tigers, keep on swinging!
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SPORTS RECAP

SMASH! SERVE! VOLLEY! The boy’s tennis team had a fantastic season.
Varsity boy’s tennis beat Villa Park with a score of 16-2 in their opening
match. The Varsity boys were led by Jacob Lee (12) who brought the team to
CIF League Championship finals. Led by Coach McCall for the past twenty
years, Varsity Tennis has won the Empire League Championship for the past eleven
years including this season.Throughout the whole season, both JV and Varsity did
an amazing job. The team has been bonding throughout their practices and matches
as they continue to smash their way into league. Coach McCall and Coach Hanson
have been pushing and inspiring our fellow tigers to do their best. Both coaches have
been very proud of this year’s season as they watch their boys grow and develop new
skills throughout the struggles they face in tennis.

TENNIS

LACROSSE (BOY’S)

VOLLEYBALL

TRACK & FIELD

LACROSSE (GIRL’S)

Our tigers on the Boys Lacrosse team of 2016-2017 played extraordinarily throughout this season. Playing in the Empire Century league, this was the first year they
introduced a JV team in addition to the original Varsity team. Lead by captains Noah
Wuele (11), David Romero (12), Brayan Sanchez (12), and Jose Soria (12), Boys
Lacrosse has spent their practices training and bonding. As stated by Captain Noah
Wuele “We’re a family through and through.” In order to keep their bodies in shape
for CIF, they focused primarily on conditioning before and throughout the season.
Before each game, the team remembers to put their trust in one another so as to better focus on their common goal. In Noah Wuele’s words, “the school should come
and support us,” at Bradford Stadium. Way to go tigers, keep it up!
Boys volleyball was ready to take this season on full force. This
2017 school year there were thirteen players on the whole varsity team. So far this
season our tigers have had 5 games with 4 losses and one win but are ready to take
on their upcoming competition. Valencia tigers on volleyball are especially looking
forward to the Kennedy game. Every year, Kennedy and our tigers put up a great
fight and it will definitely be a interesting game with a large crowd. Another game
that will be a great event will be the Western game. All the tigers on the team are
definitely looking forward to playing then. The head coach for boys volleyball is
Coach Thorne, who is also a language arts teacher here at Valencia. He is looking
forward to this season and is looking forward to seeing his seniors perform their best
for their last year here at Valencia.
This year’s track and field season was great. Our tigers have been undefeated since
the beginning of the season. The team is coached by Mr. Frank, who’s the head
coach, Mr. Gray, Mr. Lay, Mr. Connor, and the walk-in coach Mr. Josh Linen, a
Valencia graduate from 2007. The team expects to be League Champions in all four
levels by end of the season. The boy’s biggest competition was Pacifica and the
girl’s was Cypress. There are a total of 185 students on the team who all competed
in the same categories together. The five categories that the students competed in
were sprints, jumps, hurdles, throws, and distance. The team prepared by working
hard and pushing themselves to their limit. In the words of Coach Frank, “track is
really fun and is like an extended family. We work very hard, but it’s also incredibly
rewarding.” Keep working hard! Go Tigers!
This year girls varsity lacrosse has 19 players who are all prepared to play hard this
season. The head coaches are Coach Vandam and Coach Gardner. So far this season,
Valencia girls lacrosse has had 5 games with 1 loss against Esperanza. Our Tigers
are looking forward to their game against El Dorado this season because of our
common neighboring rivalry with them. The Tigers displayed excellent effort at the
game against Norco high school with a score of 1-22 with our Tigers winning. All
the Tigers on the girls lacrosse team can agree that it was by far one of their favorite
games because of the huge win and all the effort that went into it. Our Tigers are having their last game at El Dorado and are excited to finish off this season.
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Hey, Tigers!

Bring Back Your
Books to the Library!
-This has been a VHS Library Public Service Announcement

Congratulations
CLASS OF
2017!

And Remember...
Once a Tiger,
		
Always a
30
30
			
Tiger!

El Tigre
Senior Send Off

Ally Robinson
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